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GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE

Sri Vajubhai Vala

“I am happy to know that Ramaiah College of Arts, Science
& Commerce, Bengaluru is bringing out an annual college
magazine, “Gangothri 2020” which is an arena for students
and staff to exhibit their literary and artistic talents.
I wish the organizers, editorial team and students a grand
success.”

MESSAGES

Dr. M R Jayaram

Sri M R Seetharam

Season’s greetings!
It is a matter of great pride for
me to acknowledge the fact
that RCASC has taken upon
multifaceted roles, ensuring the
development of the society while
imbuing the students with human
values. This is my firm belief that
the rich values and traditions
that students imbibe here would
stand them in good stead in the
fiercely competitive world of today.

I
take
this
opportunity
to
congratulate and wish all the
very best to the graduating
students of Ramaiah College
of Arts, Science & Commerce.

Chairman, GEF

I
take
this
opportunity
to
congratulate the Principal and the
magazine team for bringing out
Gangothri-2020 in a new format.
I also congratulate the students
for their various achievements
in curricular, co-curricular and
extracurricular
activities.
The
sincere and immense contributions
of the faculty members towards
facilitating the holistic development
of the students are indeed quite
commendable.
Best
wishes.

Vice Chairman, GEF

“So many of our dreams at first
seem impossible, then they seem
improbable, and then, when we
summon the will, they soon become
achievable. Life is simple – make
the right choices and back them
up with plain old hard work”.
I appreciate all the efforts put
in by our Principal, faculty,
administrative staff, and students
in bringing out the college
magazine “Gangothri” in 2020.
Best

wishes

&

Warm

regards

MESSAGES

Dr. M R Janakiram

Sri M R Kodandaram

I am pleased to know that the
forthcoming issue of RCASC
College Magazine, GANGOTHRI
2020 is ready for publication. I take
this opportunity to applaud the
editorial team for coming up with
this all-new issue, In Medias Res.
It is indeed a mélange of various
happenings in the college for the
last one year and a treasure of
memories that the students will
cherish for their lifetime. I take
this opportunity to congratulate
the Principal and the editorial
team for their relentless efforts.
I extend my full support to all
the endeavors aimed at the
advancement of student community.
Let us strive together to promote
an education that commensurate
with social, cultural, economic
and
environmental
realities
of the nation and the world.

From its inception in 1994, RCASC
has come a long way. It is indeed
a moment of pride for Ramaiah
College of Arts, Science and
Commerce to complete glorious
25 years, achieving excellence in
diverse areas of higher education.
Though this is no mean feat, it is
not so surprising to me as RCASC
is the kind of institution which
has its edifice built around quality
education
and
value
system.

Director, GEF

Director, GEF

I would like to congratulate the
new creative team of Gangothri for
their enthusiasm and dedication
in bringing out the 2020 issue,
IN MEDIA RES with freshness in approach and adherence to real quality. I am happy to acknowledge that
RCASC is raising the bar higher and
higher, every passing year which
is supposed to be the hallmark of
any
professionally
competitive
establishment. I wish the Principal
and the editorial team all the
success in their future endeavors.

MESSAGES

Dr. M R Ramaiah

Sri B S Ramaprasad

RCASC is known to have a
healthy and holistic environment
which nurtures progressive and
intellectual culture and rich values
in students that have played
pivotal role in shaping the future
of many generations of learners.
Our mission is to transform youth
into good human beings who are
spiritually enlightened individuals.
The institution inculcates social
and moral values, the feeling
of oneness with nature, pride
for Indian culture and tradition
and love for fellow beings.

Over the years RCASC has grown in
leaps and bounds to become one of the
prestigious institutions in our country.
This institution endorses and adopts
the best practices that would revitalize
the mission and fortify the longstanding
vision of the institution in the light of
the revised National Education Policy.
Students’ success is our ultimate aim and
we always think for them. At RCASC we
have provided a creative and inspiring
atmosphere to allow new ideas to arise
and help sustain the quality of life.

Secretary & Trustee, GEF

I congratulate the Principal,
RCASC
for
facilitating
the
release of magazine. I wish the
Gangothri team all the success
in their future creative journey.

Chief Executive, GEF

The College magazine gives a platform
for students to communicate their novice
way of thinking to the world outside. I
appreciate the efforts taken by the new
editorial team of GANGOTHRI for coming
out with this new issue IN MEDIAS RES
which is engaging in its content and style.
My compliments to the team of ‘Wind
Beneath the Wings’ for their dedication
and commitment and my best wishes
for their future creative adventures.

MESSAGES

Sri G Ramachandra

Sri B S Jayaram

In keeping with the rich heritage
of Gokula Educational Foundation,
Ramaiah College of Arts, Science
& Commerce is marching ahead to
keep pace with the demands of a
growing educational sector. The
management has provided the best
infrastructure and resources to enable
students to harness technology
with values to reach the pinnacle
of their academic achievement.

“Somewhere, something incredible is
waiting to be known”
– Carl Sagan

Chief of Finance, GEF

I take this opportunity to congratulate
the new editorial team for their
initiative to bring out Gangothri2020 issue, In Medias Res, in a new
avatar. I am sure that this issue of
Gangothri would kindle the interest
and imagination of its readers and
would inspire the students to move
their creative mind. Best wishes to all.

Vice Principal, RCASC

There is never any point in our
life when we can sit back and say,
‘there is nothing more to learn,
I can relax with the comforting
through that the universe around
me is an open book. I know it all’.
Every year the magazine committee of
Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and
Commerce has brought out editions
with information – new and exciting.
I am sure that this year’s magazine
Gangothri 2020 would be no less.
My
special
accolades
go
to
all those who have worked to
bring
out
this
year’s
edition.

PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Dr. A Nagarathna
Greetings to all!
RCASC has just completed its silver jubilee, marking its luminous and glorifying legacy in the
arena of higher education. I would like to put it in record that it was the unmatched vigour &
vision of the founder followed by the unparalleled commitment of the directors towards this
temple of knowledge that have propelled it in a trajectory of excellence. From the time of its
inception in 1994 to the present, the institution has kept its promise of giving quality education by
adhering to high benchmark set by the Ramaiah group of institutions under Gokula Foundation.
Umberto Eco, the Italian philosopher and semiotician once said “we have to learn from the
evidences through which the world speaks to us like a great book”. Realising the manifold
changes occurred in the education sector in India with the advent of neo-liberalism, as the
situation demanded, we had reconfigured the learning ecosystem by giving thrust to skill-oriented
programmes. I am sure that the academic experience at RCASC would surely impel the students
to make productive contribution towards community development and nation building.
In the knowledge society of today, social responsibility is regarded as an integral aspect of higher
educational institutions. We at RCASC have successfully incorporated the practices and policies
with the social dimension into the academic culture such a way that they would inevitably nurture
social values in our students. Our commitment to the marginalised ‘others’ in the society has always
been upheld with utmost sincerity and dedication. The academic success of the ‘othered’ students
in the campus and many of the initiatives taken towards the engendered environment are testimony
to this. We also nurture an innovative ecosystem in the campus in collaboration with industries with
an aim to facilitate the entrepreneurship among students. It would be no exaggeration if I say that
Ramaiah College of Arts, Science & Commerce is one of the best institutions in the country which
sustains an academic culture that nurtures higher order thinking along with humanitarian values.
I take this forum to congratulate the new Gangothri team for their dogged determination and unswerving
enthusiasm in bringing out the magazine in new cuts and shades. I hope this will encourage the students
to unleash their creative potential in the platforms provided by the institution. My sincere thanks
to all the stakeholders for their untiring support which have always been beyond their call of duty.
My best wishes to all the students for a bright future!

INTERVIEW - Prof. S Japhet
Vice Chancellor, BCU

Trisha - We are conversing with the Vice Chancellor of Bengaluru Central University, Professor S
Japhet. Apart from being the very first VC of this University, he has been the Professor and
Director at National Law School, of which he has been a member since the year 1990.
Good afternoon sir. We, the students of Ramaiah College of Arts, Science & Commerce, being
under the affiliation of this Institute, are honoured to be able to conduct this interview with you.
My first question to you is, having been in this post for over two years, could you tell us about
your experience so far?
VC - It is my pleasure to welcome the students from the esteemed institution of Ramaiah College
of Arts, Science & Commerce. In fact, I would have hoped to bring all the institutions of Ramaiah
under the affiliation of BCU, and I hope that all future endeavours with this college are in goodwill.
The experience so far has been very rewarding. I am very grateful to have the opportunity to
assume this post, especially at this conjecture, when so many changes have taken place in the
higher education sector. We are currently aiming to become a global University: a university of
the 21st century. My experience, first as a special officer and afterwards as the founding vice
chancellor has been very exciting. Every moment has been a moment of great opportunity that I
must grasp to make a difference; to ensure quality education for our students that must meet the
global standard. Apart from giving our students the best infrastructure that we can afford, we
must also ensure that we provide them with quality education that makes them employable in
the outside world. My job has been very challenging as I have to incorporate these very aspects
into the curriculum, but at the same time I must admit, it has been very exhilarating. We have
many premiere institutions in our country; however, as a university this is the only one where we
are able to speak to the city of Bangalore and also to connect with the people.
Vishal - Sir, as you have just stated, your job as the VC has been quiet challenging. So, could you
give us an insight into the problems you have faced so far?
VC - One of the major changes that I wanted to bring in was to undertake a thorough revision of
the UG syllabus. However, apart from modifying the syllabus, we must also equip our teachers. It
is often unfair to blatantly put blame on the teachers. It is not just about the curriculum; it is also
about the pedagogy - about the transmission of knowledge. You see, to me, one of the major
crises that we face at present is getting the best of faculty. It is not just about the infrastructure. I
know this, out of experience. I was one of the founding faculty of the National Law School of
India, and we would conduct classes under a small shed behind my office. Yet, today it is the
most prestigious and well-known Universities in Asia. Therefore, it is one of the major issues that
I must look into - to get some of the most efficient and competent faculty - and I strive to do
that. As long as we have good faculty, we can even conduct classes outside, with the mere shade
of a tree. Apart from that, one of the major issues is that of bureaucracy. We cannot blame
anyone on this.
Trisha - Sir, as you said the BCU is one of the only universities that connects to people. It is a

known fact that we are under environmental degradation, and the BCU has taken the initiative to
add the credit course subject of Environmental and Public health. But that often doesn’t have an
impact on the students. So, what further steps has the BCU taken to instil the knowledge about
environmental health in students?
VC - Firstly, I had submitted the proposal to start a number of new programmes like Climate
change & Environmental science and Urban planning & Sustainability. And also, technology-related subjects in the non- engineering department, through which we would like to impart the
knowledge of data science, cyber security, artificial intelligence, forensic science, health informatics, water technology etc. The university is not just about hard-core disciplines, it is also
about the promotion of culture, through art and literature. We want to become a symbol of
culture for Bengaluru city. We have also proposed to start a department of Law and Public
policy. We want to bring in more issues like electricity, sustainability, and other aspects of environmental degradation. By laying stress on these subjects, we want to sensitize our students,
citizens and our neighbourhood to this grave issue. I must thank the Govt. of Karnataka for sanctioning these projects. we hope to commence these projects from the next academic year.
Vishal - Sir, you have touched upon the goals and aspirations of the BCU for the future. Now, I
would like to ask you, where do you see Bangalore Central University in the next 10 to 15 years?
VC - If things go on at a steady pace and according to what we visualised, I hope to look at this
university, not in 10 to 15 years, but in 5 years, to be one of the top 10 universities in the country.
We must exploit its potential. Honestly, we are sitting on a diamond plate here with its prime
placement. The BCU is beautifully placed near a metro station. It can connect to all the campuses
with ease. What comes to my mind is - collaborate or collapse... My idea is to reach out to all the
premiere institutes in Bangalore and look out for collaboration. Today, one institute cannot stand
alone; it is a collective effort that always has the ability to make a difference. We must all have
the humility and openness to come together and form a network. People often don’t make an
effort to do that. They want to build their own empires. I don’t think that is very good for the
country. With everything becoming so multidisciplinary, we can’t afford to have experts accumulated in one place; we need to have them everywhere.
Trisha - It is a prevailing problem amongst students that they face unemployment after their
graduation, which leads them to believe that their respective chosen field has no scope. So… sir,
what has the BCU planned to prepare students for the outside world?
VC - This is a global problem. I have seen the statistics of the rate of employability of students.
People do say that the more educated you are, the more unemployable you are... This is where, I
believe, lies the difference between ‘employment’ and ‘employability’. What we are expected to
do as a university, through higher education is to make students employable. When it comes to
the employment of a student, it depends on how they translate this knowledge and make themselves suitable for securing a job. This is more to do with individual capability. I think the answer
lies in the fact that our education is not problem-centric. Once we are able to do that, I am sure
that the employability of students will shoot up, as it would prepare students better for situations that exist beyond textbooks. I believe it should start from the first semester itself; by giving
projects and more hands-on research on socially relevant topics. In my opinion, this must be left
to the individual institution or the particular teachers, as they understand their students better.
They must find a way to generate interest among students, not by finding the easy solutions but
the more complex ones to increase curiosity.
Vishal - Sir, you have spoken about the use of technology in education. With the recently established ICT-enabled systems, what measures is the BCU taking to ensure that it is effective?
VC - I believe that like namma Bengaluru, namma BCU has to be a green campus and it must be a
university of the future, it must have a digital campus. Two major initiatives that I have taken to
combine technology in education are- the introduction of e-governance in the examination
system, which I am sure has been very useful, and also has been a huge success. From the examination management system, to the result processing, even the payment of fees and the examination room are entirely computerized. I believe strongly in making the system student- centric. I
also plan to introduce Wi-Fi enabled campus as well as availability of online study material.

Vishal - There is a recent trend amongst students, wherein they have a declining interest in subjects such as humanities, arts, languages or traditional subjects in general. What are your views
on that, sir?
VC - I feel that in the present day, these subjects have more relevance than students think, they
have. I don’t think we can manage today’s issues merely studying core science subjects. I feel
that we need to make sure that our students understand society and human relationships. I feel
that the lack of knowledge in these subjects is due to the fact that they have not been made
interesting enough to appeal to the students. As I said before, we need to modify our syllabus on
literature and philosophy. We need to update our programme and allow the integration of
science with these subjects. That is one of the highlights of the new educational policy. The
system abroad allows liberal education, ensuring that education is interdisciplinary, where a
science student also has the ability to study humanities simultaneously, what is termed as
choice- based credit system. For example, until recent times, sports were not given much relevance; it was merely an activity to pass time. Today it is a full-fledged subject; it is an industry. By
participating in sports, you learn a lot of things outside the game like accepting defeat, sportsman like conduct, etc. One of the biggest problems is our desperate urge to win. We must learn
to think beyond that. I think youngsters need not be forced into something they do not want to
pursue; instead they should choose what they like.
Trisha - Sir, we heard from you that you had declined a scholarship to Howard university because
you believed in contributing to the advancement of your own country. We have seen a lot of
students travel abroad for their further studies. Do you believe that it is because we are not at
par with western education? If so, what are the ways you intend on bringing our education
system at par?
VC - Every time I visit a foreign university, I find myself returning to India with a heavy heart. It is
observable, that as compared to their education system, we are far behind. In the olden days, the
citizens of the country had the hunger or the urge to promote the progress of their own nation.
In those days, we had a lot of exposure. I think today, it is declining. Nowadays, the culture is
very individual-centric. We live in a world of illusion, where we believe that the individual is
everything. That is far from the truth. When I said that we need to make the education system
student-centric, it is not about making it individual centric. It has to be society-centric. With our
education system, we have not been able to establish that sense of collective ownership in our
students. We need to understand that even though we may exist as separate individuals, we
share one constitution, one country, and we are one people. We haven’t been able to cultivate
that feeling of oneness successfully in students. The same issues that confronted us at the time
of independence continue to confront us today, be it in terms of poverty or discrimination based
on age or gender. They are much more severe in nature. Even if we have advanced a lot, our
record on these parameters has gone from bad to worse. If what you do does not contribute to
the wellbeing of society, then that type of education is pointless.
Trisha - Sir, you stated that the future rests on the shoulders of the youngsters, could you say
one thing to the students of RCASC?
VC - I think that students should not just become employable, or look out for their livelihood.
The main idea is that they should aim to emerge as future leaders. The institute should be where
you develop the capacity that will stay with you lifelong. You should be able to take risks. Never
hesitate to come out of your comfort zone. Only when life is a struggle, it becomes exciting.
Always look for challenges and risks, or things that are not easily available to you. If you are
tasked with anything lesser than that, don’t accept it.
Vishal - Sir, on behalf of the Principal, the staff and the students of RCASC, I would like to
express my sincerest gratitude, not only for sparing your time for this very fruitful session, but
also for being a brilliant academic and the vice chancellor of this esteemed University.

Interviewed by Trisha & Vishal Sethu
Recorded by Sree Sankar

ODYSSEY OF

RAMAIAH
Ms. Neha S

Great institutions like great men are not
just born but are made. And like great men
they live forever shedding benign light
of knowledge everywhere and dispelling
darkness from the minds of students.
Ramaiah College of Arts Science and Commerce had a humble beginning in 1994, in
a small building with around 120 students
and 7 teaching faculty with two programs
viz., B.Com and B.Sc headed by Mr. Nanjundaiah, as the Principal. The College has
walked a long way and celebrated silver
jubilee this year to commemorate twenty
five years of useful and dedicated service
to the noble cause of learning. Today, the
college is sprawling with a built-up area
of 1,36,342sq.ft.and offers eight under graduate programs, six post graduate programs,
90 plus faculty and 2000 students. It has
many modern amenities with 48 classrooms,
25 labs, two seminar halls and an auditorium
with a seating capacity of 750 persons.
Twenty five years is but a short time in the
history of any institute when compared
with much older and experienced institutions. Still, in these short 25 years, RCASC
has proven to be one among the leading
institutions of India on many fronts. The
College participated in the NIRF India
Today ranking and was placed in the rank
band of 150-200 in 2018. The Educational
World has ranked our college as 28th
best college in India and 7th best college
in Bangalore City for the year 2019.
Our corridors today, stand as silent and
proud witnesses to the fact that the vision
to prepare men and women for the service

of the country did indeed become a reality.
By instilling not only excellence in education,
but also a desire to provide for society, promote inclusion and accept diversity, the institution is nurturing and continues to nurture
global leaders. The warm rays of progress
emanating from this college, like beaming
sunlight, have allowed students to achieve
their endeavors at an insurmountable rate.
Dedicated, useful and selfless service to
the cause of higher education made the
Teachers of Ramaiah proud and optimistic
to a forthcoming era of greater dedicated
and dynamic service. Given the protection of
nature, good faith of the public and sincere
efforts of members of the teaching fraternity,
a felicitation program was organized to all
the retired professors for their committed
service in the growth of this institution. As
it is well said, success comes to those who
work hard and stays with those, who don’t
rest on the laurels of the past. Dr.GururajKarajgi, an eminent personality and director
of Creative Teaching Academy was invited
along with Prof. B Krishnappa, Prof. Shankar
Rao and Prof.Raghavendra on this occasion.
All these highly experienced professors and
scholars motivated the young faculties and
made them feel proud for the profession
they are in. Thus, on the silver jubilee, the institution breathes easy and sighs in relief and
content with the confirmation that the foundation of RCASC has remained stable and its
legacy has continued to blossom. Individuals
marked with the brand Ramaiah continue
to carry it with them, as they proudly stride
past the hurdles that life has to offer. The
lessons they learned under the roof of this
institution which harbored and fostered not
just their body but their very souls. A smile
adorns our face as we read the phrase “It’s
not a college, it’s a way of life”; and with us
smile all the countless others who know the
phrase to be more than the absolute truth.

‘IN BETWEEN-NESS’
IN LIFE

Sripriya M
II BA
Life is full of in between-nesses. In between-ness
is a circumstance or a situation of life in which
you feel that you want to do something or you
are forced to do something due to peer pressure
but you also want to do something else; then
you get stuck up and you will feel that it would
be right or wrong if you do certain things. This
type of a feeling or a circumstance that you
face where you do not know what to choose
between two things is called ‘in-between-ness’.
“Either
come
closer
Being in between is

or
stay
away.
very exhaustive”.

Now you might be thinking, “What exactly is she
trying to say?” Let’s read further to understand
and get a clear picture of ‘in between-ness’ by
reading my story. I vaguely remember about the
initial situations of in between-ness in my early
childhood. But there are things which I remember. Firstly, I am a left-handed person and people
in India have a misconception that it is inauspicious to do things with your left hand rather than
your right hand. They’ll tell that God will not like
it. As if God is not left handed. “Who knows!?”.
And as for me, I don’t believe in things like these
and end up doing things in my preferred hand.
Let me talk about the situations of in-between-ness which I faced during my sophomore
in school i.e. when I was fifteen years of age. I
had shifted from my old house and joined a new
school where the syllabus was kind of difficult
for me to adjust to. As a result of which, my
parents joined me to tuition classes. I also had
a thing in pursuing a hobby such as singing or
dancing. I was in the in between ness of either
going to music or dance classes or going to
tuition classes. After a lot of thinking, I went to
join the tuition classes which then, did me no

good. I regretted my decision of joining tuition
classes but could not help it at that point of time.
I passed my ‘X' grade with good results and
joined my pre-university college. Again, the syllabi were pretty difficult for me to cope up with
and again I joined tuition classes which again did
me no good and again I regretted my decision.
I cleared my pre-university with good results.
Now, I thought and rethought about
that. I should not regret in taking a course
and build my career on the same course. I
had studied physics, chemistry, mathematics
and biology in my pre-university; but had no
thought of pursuing the mainstream careers
such as engineering or medicine and I surely
wanted to do something different. Without
a further thought, I took up arts/humanities
in which a combination of subjects such as
Psychology, Journalism and English Literature.
This is the best thing that has ever happened in
my life; alongside this. I have enough time for
co-curricular activities. I go for karate, dance
and swimming classes. I also sing sometimes.
When it comes to career, I am still ‘in between’
of what to choose. Should it be psychology?
or journalism? Is there any other career apart
from these which might be comfortable for
me? Presently being in the sophomore of university degree i.e. the second year, this is my ‘in
between-ness'. And the in-between-ness state
continues to be with me at every crossroads
in my life’s journey, as it goes on. I hope that
you have got a clear picture and a better understanding of ‘in between-ness’ with my story.
Enjoy
whatever
you
do
and
it
is
never
late
to
change
your
decision.
It is always ‘better late than never’.

THE CLOUD OVER THE
RAINBOW
” Is a reason necessary? I don’t know why
you would hate someone, but to love
someone, a logical mind isn’t necessary”.
We often try to find a million reason to
hate someone. In the story, “The tell-tale
heart”, the narrator hated his neighbour
because he didn’t like his eye and so,
he killed him. After reading that story,
many might think that these kinds of
things don’t happen in real life.
But
the truth is that it happens. It happens
everywhere. Of those million reasons to
hate someone, one is - ‘Being Different’.
Many times we see that people like to
flaunt their modern lifestyles and their
qualifications. They want to be seen and
to be known as someone with modern outlook which means a person with progressive thinking. However, when it comes
to digesting the fact that same sex love
is real, the same modern mind somehow
gets teleported to the Stone Age. In the
name of society the people’s mind changes over to one with patriarchal nature and
starts to control people. It behaves like
one of those very possessive partners. It
likes to put restrictions on how women
should dress, how they should act, when
they should return home, who they talk
to and what they want to do with their
life. It has made a stereotypical image
of masculinity. Men should not cry, men
should not wear makeup, men don’t get

raped, and boys shouldn't play with dolls
and so on. And if they somehow do any
of that, they aren’t masculine enough and
they will probably get asked to ‘Man Up!’.
If all these restrictions weren’t enough, It
also puts an restriction on who you can
love and marry. According to the society
we live in, love and marriage is supposed
to happen between a man and a woman.
I am pretty sure they don’t understand the
concept of love. Our society thinks that
love, marriage and reproduction are part
of the same equation. Is it though? Is it justified that just because most same-sex couples cannot reproduce, it somehow makes
their love and marriage invalid? We say
that homosexuality is against our culture
without the epiphany that we are a real life
example of “Empty vessels sound much”.
Moreover, what exactly is culture? It’s
not like the earth’s rotation or revolution,
neither is it like the twinkling of stars or the
rage of the seven seas. Men didn’t create all
those things nor do men have any control
over it. However, men created cultures
and religions and various other ways to
create barriers amongst themselves and
men actually have total control over it.
The biggest irony is the fact that we call
homosexuality unnatural and against our
culture and religion, but the truth is that
they don’t go hand in hand. You cannot
call something unnatural and against your

culture and religion because culture and religion are man-made. No other species in the
world practices religion but there are several species that show signs of homosexuality.
The black and white nature of the institution of marriage doesn’t account
for intersex and Trans non-binary people. It’s already known to many people
that gender is a spectrum. With that, I would also like to point out that sex is
no different. People are born with male genitals, female genitals and several
variations of both. Does that mean that they should just live their life alone?
Talking about Trans people, it’s okay for you to get a kidney transplant but if a trans
person gets any surgery to align their mind and body, its unnatural. The only difference is
that you will probably die if you don’t get that kidney transplant but the trans person will
have to live the rest of their life as a zombie while singing - “Hello Dysphoria, my old foe”.
You know the actual reason as to why people are so hell bent on suppressing the
LGBT community? It’s their freedom and strength. They dare to wear whatever they
want, they dare to love whoever they want, they dare to be whoever they want
and they dare to stand up against our social norms and it scares people. They have
been fighting for their rights (the right to love and the right to be themselves)
peacefully for so long and they are slowly winning. Of course, there are those
occasional hiccups on the way like on 11/12/13(In India) and currently (in USA) where
progress moved backwards. It’s like Tesla launched their next car and it was a Fiat.
On a serious note, our education system needs a serious overhaul and amongst
other things, our education system should start teaching us about sexual orientation,
gender identity and sex education. But teaching children about sexual orientation
and gender identity has a huge opposition from a lot of parents around the
globe. When we see a 13 year old girl crushing on a boy, we pass it off as cute. But
when we see a 13 year old girl crushing on another 13 year old girl, it’s somehow
inappropriate. Sexual orientation and gender identity is something that today’s
youth should start learning about. It’s a fact that not talking about these issues
results in growing up with the same prejudices and stereotypes that our parents
grew up with. We tend to inherit stereotypes and prejudice from out parents but
we need to understand that they are not always right. They don’t know everything.
We humans tend to think that we know everything. We discovered gravity, we have
travelled to space, we have mastered medicines, we have learned to fly and we
have done so much more. But it’s just a drop of knowledge compared to what’s out
there. We still have so much to learn about nature, about our planet and about the
vast universe that lies beyond the Milky Way. Yet, we tend to see the world in black
and white. People say that being gay is against nature because two men or two
women cannot reproduce. But is nature so black and white? There are people who
are born with their heart on their left, there are twins who are conjoined, there are
people who are born with more than 5 fingers. Even sex isn’t just male and female.
Just like gender, sex is also a spectrum. This just proves how diverse nature is. If
nature was so black and white, everyone in this planet would have the same face.
We need to accept the fact that people can be different and that being different
does not mean it’s unnatural. So, let’s celebrate diversity in all hues and shades.

- Paridhi, II BCA

NAVIGATING QUEER SAFE
SPACES IN INSTITUTIONS
Mohammed Ali
III BBA
*Trigger Warnings*: This article contains
excerpt mentions of Harassment, Sexual
Assault.
Queer is an umbrella term and it also
means without labels. Queer = LGBTQIA+
The idea of a safe space arises with the
need of understanding and exploring spaces
around us. It's typically the notion that
gets triggered when one thinks of how we
absorb the space around us and how we
can make it more acceptable, tolerant and
progressive. The concept of safe spaces
come with an understanding that these
spaces serve for the minority or a certain
section of individuals who have a common
oppressor or a form of oppressive identity
that is very relatable in all forms. It would
be apt to cite the example of safe spaces in
academic environments like Dalit and Bhaujan safe spaces or safe circles in Universities
that address the key issues on caste discrimination and harassment. Queer safe spaces
are a taboo, especially in Premier Indian
Universities for the very same reason that it
attracts the wrong attention from students
while students should be solely focused and
interested in education. Navigating through
the rough waters of gender and sexuality
is always seen as a ‘No Permission’ zones.
One is expected to drown into helplessness
during those unique and uncomfortable circumstances. This in turn creates an environment of hush hush and no talk on something
as basic as exploring oneself. The myths and
taboos surrounding these narratives often
put queer students at the risk of harassment,
sexual assault and victims of slurs etc. While
many colleges presently do offer Queer

cells for helping their students out with
whatever resources they can, the idea needs
to be normalized! This very idea can change
narratives and change lives. Navigation of
safe spaces in Institutions of knowledge can
be tiring especially with joining dots to what
really contributes as a safe space. A classroom certainly can be held up for a debate,
discussion, rant but it cannot be held up as a
safe space for many because safety over visibility is something a lot of queer students
choose. This navigation is also a form of
self-understanding and self-discovery to
what contributes a sense of a safe space
around you. A safe space also contributes to
sharing of resources and community building by working together. There is no doubt
that these components are essential aspects
of how we make communities better and
more progressive. Wanting a queer space in
college or having a queer space also does
exactly the same - it helps in building a community of people who think alike and work
alike. Certain people have common misconceptions that Safe spaces are also dating
spaces which is entirely false narrative. A
safe space establishes itself on the narrative
of being away from personal associations
and attachments. It also does not have
any hierarchical and membership requirements/procedures usually ( unless specified
by certain safe spaces ). Safe spaces act as
grassroots for social and community change
and they also add elements of fun and
exploration. Safe spaces should also have
this prime principle – whether they cater for
any gender, sexuality, creed, caste, race, ethnicity, and people with special needs. The
space also needs to work on issues like accessibility of resources and needs. Sharing
of resources and information is a privileged
stance, so making resources available in
local regional languages is a Total Yes!

WHAT IS LIFE?

AND HOW ARE WE ALIVE?

Sree Sankar
I BA
Is there a line where you stop being
you? And does this question even
make sense?
If we take cells from our body and
drop them in the right biological environment, they will stay alive for a
while, which proves that our cells can
exist without us, but we can’t exist
without them. If we take all the cells
away, there is no “us” anymore. Is
there a line where a pile of our cells
stops being us? For example, if we
donate an organ, billions of our cells
will continue to live on inside someone else. Does this mean that a part
of us became a part of someone else,
or is it the other body that is keeping
a part of us alive?
Our physical existence is cells, billions and trillions of them, ten times
more than the number of stars in the
Milky Way. A cell is a living thing, a
machine made up of more than 50
thousand different proteins. It is not
self-aware, it has no will or purpose,
but it is still an individual. Together,
our cells form complicated organs
that will perform functions like preparing food, gathering resources,
moving stuff around, looking and

feeling the environment, and many
more.
Let us imagine an experiment: you
and a random person exchange cells.
A single one at a time, your body
gets one of their cells and theirs get
one of yours. At which point will they
become you? Or will they ever? Let’s
see if we can make this more complicated! The image of ourselves as a
static thing is unreasonable. Almost
all of our cells will die during our
lifetime. About three hundred million
died since you’ve started reading this
article, alone, between one and three
million per second. In a seven-year
period, most of your cells are
replaced at least once during your
lifetime. Every time your cells setup
changes, you are slightly different
than before, so the fact is a part of
you is dying constantly.
If you are lucky enough to become
old, you would have cycled through
roughly a million billion cells. So,
what you consider yourself is really
just a photograph. But sometimes
cells are corrupted and don’t want to
die; they question the very nature of
the unity of our bodies. We call them
cancer. They destroy the biological
social contract and become immor-

FROM NEPAL TO INDIA
- A JOURNEY
Medha
II BSc
With moments to spare, I catch a glimpse of
my parents, in the distance, and rush toward
the gate. Their hearts must be filled with
so many aspirations for their daughter, I
thought to myself, as I made my way through
the familiarity of Tribhuvan International
Airport, Nepal. I wasn’t going to be home for
a while, I thought to myself. My journey wasn’t
going to be very easy; I had mixed feelings
about the endeavour I was to embark upon.
Bengaluru… One of the busiest cities
in India…A city of greenery, hope and
opportunities
for
an
aspiring
student!
As I claimed my baggage at Kempegowda
International airport, sandwiched between
a stream of people, I took a look around me.
So many hopeful eyes, many bearing a keen
energy and immense eagerness. This was
obviously a hub for students and professionals
alike, who were in pursuit of opportunity
and a burning desire to make big in life.
I came out of the arrival terminal; I took
my first view of the city. I thought of what
I left behind, and kept a tenuous grasp
on my baggage just as I did of my reason
to be here, and took a step into oblivion.
However, there were times, when certain questions would arise in my mind: Which station do I
call home? The place I left or the place I reside at
currently? Arrival or departure? Like a compass
with a broken needle, I found it difficult to decide
my true North. It was even more difficult to
say goodbye to my loved ones every time I left
Nepal after the holidays, because I always knew
that it would be a while before I could see them
again. It was hard to spend time with my family,
for at the back of my mind, I would count the
number of days left that I could be with them.
Once I was here, and college finally began. I
started to do what I came here for. It was time

to get to work. My home sickness was trying to
etch its way in, but I managed to distract myself
with the workload that was placed before me.
I tried my best not to think of this place as a foreign land. This was home, for the next 3 years or
more, this is where I had to be, and made an attempt to seek happiness where I was. I was beginning to realise that leaving your hometown
isn’t as bad as it is made to sound. I was in a
new place, and since I was alone, I was forced
to be more interactive. This helped me make
more friends. It didn’t matter that I was away
from home, because I was then able to establish
that familiarity myself. I took part in activities,
and kept a good repertoire with my academics.
My performance helped me gain confidence.
That was when I realised; leaving home was
not a wrong decision. It wasn’t a burden to be
outside one’s home if one can find a homely
feeling in the new place. I started enjoying
being here. The Institute I studied in gave me
the opportunity to grow. I was slowly transitioning into adulthood, as the semesters passed.
Days passed…Months passed…Every part
of me was trying to assimilate everything
that is an integral part of a Bangalorean.
I slowly began to feel at home here.
You know how people often say that college
articles are dry and often formulaic? I disagree
with that, because I was given the opportunity
to write about this journey I had been a part of
and am currently in. I am glad that I got a chance
to share my experience with everyone, especially the youngsters that are new to this city, new
to this environment. This entire experience felt
right. Moving to a new city for education is
tough, but it gives you the chance to be one with
new cultures, new languages and new people.
It is an enriching experience and a wonderful
exposure for students. Why not take such an
opportunity? This place and this college have
already given me so many beautiful memories
and I can’t wait to see what my future holds.
They say “the journey matters more
than
the
destination”.
But
sometimes
the
destination
is
all
that
matters.

MELODIES OF
THE HEART

Vihas
II BSc

When I am in great despair
the verses begin to flow.
Words which I never dreamed of
clicks together to form a song.
Expression takes over me,
a force from my subconciousness
controls me,
it is during this time
I am completely myself
The story of my life,
Is it the story of darkness?
You are the light
to this story of mine, that
shine brightly and,
get rid of this darkness
that rests within me.
Yet you shine distantly like a star
unreachable for me.

I need to become the perfect me
the me, who is confident
of himself and feels great
about life and its cold grasp.
The me who is loving, but
filled with hatred is who,
I must overcome?
I know it’s going to be hard
So, come at me with all you’ve got!

The boy in the library
sat in the corner
with no friends or anyone.
He began to weep
and the books saw this
and felt pity.
The boy saw the books
filling his body with pain,
but he moved on
and took a book
and started reading.
This is how he conquered
the library itself.
A fire is burning inside me
a fire of hope,
this fire, a power I know
will engulf everything in its path.
An ocean of energy is released
when inspiration sets in
and all that is required is
tocontrol the ocean itself!!

SCARS ARE BEAUTIFUL
Rumana Zaib
II BA
“All
the
way
battling
through
the
storms, now have you found your home.
The constant war on your abandoned
heart, was only to keep it at peace.
Scars that gave you life and wounds that
healed your soul; are left unrevealed”.
It's a reality where the outcome is what interests people, while the journey is left ignored.
The refinement of your thoughts and perception towards life and its elements, is something
that majorly contributes to mindfulness. It is all
that matters at the end of the day. However, the
area which we as a society choose to consider
is the superficial success of the individual. The
mental, emotional and moral evolution in a
person is as much needed to be acknowledged
as the financial and social success. I dream of
a time where we can embrace and recognize
the internal growth of a person. Often times,
we are tagged with having been "changed",
but never really discovered for how we have
evolved. There definitely is a difference.
We are always in-between, we never really
choose to understand the extremes and that’s a
problem right there. The world refuses to hear
the stories of survival. It refuses to see the progress in a person's thinking and mentality. I certainly can't resist those occasional moments of
frustration and anger towards society, which is
something that I see to have a potentially damaging influence on an individual. The thought
speaks volumes of truth. Truth that hurts. Nonetheless today, unaffected by the world and it's
hypocrisy, I remain grateful for my lowest points
in life and the biggest lessons I have learned
from them. I remain grateful for the hardships
that challenged my consciousness, and further

led me to understand valuable concepts in life.
A million hurdles come your way, a thousand
things could be at stake, only to unveil the
confidence and authenticity within you. Every
hardship has a purpose. A purpose to awaken
the person you are meant to be. The originality
within you is who you are. Scars are lessons.
Scars are a part of your identity. They add to
the very existence of your abstract self. It’s absolutely healthy to show pride in the healing of
your self. The society needs to understand the
process and progress of its people, keeping
individuality into context. For, the struggle to
adapt authenticity is real. Especially in this era,
where everybody is everybody else, with growing efforts to live for acceptance, it's real hard
to own our differences.Those differences that
make our identity. Impersonating each other to
"fit in" into a certain category that is "accepted" is dangerous and is no doubt a foolish, yet
conscious attempt to lose our authentic selves.
You don't have to live up to something or
someone, whilst there is freedom. Freedom
to present something new, something different. It only takes a choice to break those
shackles of fear. Can we ever be ourselves,
if we can't honour our uniqueness? Come
home. Feel this life within you and live it a
little more. Embrace your flaws and scars.
Contribute to the diversity of humankind.
I'm afraid, this fear of being judged, would
conceal so many of those minds that could
have otherwise graced their presence
profoundly and remarkably. Give it a thought.

THE SCIENCE OF
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SCARS ARE BEAUTIFUL
Rumana Zaib
Mallika Chatterjee
II BA
to understand valuable concepts in life.
II BA
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mile falling short, the upside down red Nissan Pathfinder lay in clouds of dust. As the
bike inched near the seemingly dismantled car, the damage could make anyone go dry
to the spine. The car was upside down with a huge dent on the driver’s side door, and
chips of red paint came off here and there and it was clear that this was caused due to
some huge collision and the mind just wanders off to weird dimension comparing it to
meteors crashing to the surface of the earth. It probably would even answer the age old
question as to what would happen if an immovable object meets an unstoppable force.
Coming out of the questions popping, one could see the slow crowd forming around
the wreck scene out of sheer curiosity. Some already jumped to conclusions about the
driver being drunk or the mere recklessness of speeding over the legal speed limit. No
one seemed to notice the punctured back tyre of the car which now lay toppled in the
air dwindling over the burned smell surrounding the place. The driver had a major injury
on the head and after some insight it finally became clear that the mishap happened
some ten minutes before people had arrived on the scene. A huge lorry carrying cars was
right in front the car when it suddenly pulled its brakes and out of reflex the driver of the
Nissan pulled the brakes but it was too late and too much force and after losing control
of the steering, it crashed into the lorry and the reaction sent the car flying and skidded
to a stop after three rolls into the divider. Apparently that’s how the tyre burst and sent
grass ablaze and it landed with an immense force. The driver claimed to be lucky that
he escaped with his life. The lorry was nowhere to be seen and he definitely didn’t smell
like he was under the influence of alcohol. There was no reason to stand and wait for
anything, for the ambulance and the tow-away service arrived and the crowd disappeared.
As the bike rode into oblivion, one would seriously consider their decisions and opinions
about life and the way they deal with obscuring issues and blunders. Imagining oneself in the
same situation makes us rethink our choices in life and the places small mistakes could take
us to. The rest of the ride went into a quiet, thoughtful journey as the streetlights flickered
to life as darkness dawned over the dying sun. Looking past the lights in the distant horizon,
the wind seemed to clear the mind off its confused, mingled thoughts and the bigger picture
became clearer. Even amidst all that chaos and tragedy, one can’t help but think about
how failures save lives. In the airline industry, every time a plane crashes, the probability of
the next crash is lowered by that. The Titanic saved lives because we are building bigger
and bigger ships. So these people died, but we have effectively improved the safety of the
system, and nothing failed in vain. So though drugs and bottles might not be the solution
to the problems life bless us with, but twisting the throttle too hard might snatch that one
chance to even deal with the problem sanely or even while breathing in the human body.

DON’T PASS THE BATON
TO US

Trisha S
II BSc
As most science fictions claim, we are on the
verge of relocating. Despite being the only
inhabitable planet in a billion light years
at the moment, we are not entirely happy
with our current state of being. One might
wonder what could drive us away from our
planet? The truth is, we ruined it. We were
so busy chasing our own interests that we
turned a blind eye to the mess we made.
Yet the concept of climate change is so
repetitive that people seek to turn the page
on the matter just as they turn the page on
their responsibility to this impending crisis.
An average human being is taught that the
drive for success has a financial motive.
Our scorecard and salary are those pointers
that are indicative of how well we are established in life. Who started this trend? Could
it be the elders? Who were themselves
taught of the same concept, or is it the
next generation, that is responsible for
placing a raging demand on the market?
As Greta Thunberg said, “this is all wrong, I
shouldn’t be here, I should be in School, on
the other side of the ocean, yet you come
to us young people for hope?” “How dare
you!” these words are not quoted from a teen
fiction. These are in fact the words of a 16
–year old Swedish climate activist. This viral
address by Thunberg to the United Nation Climate Action Summit took the world by storm.
Celebrities around the world were all praise
to this young girl, whose words were able to
shake into consciousness the vast population
of countries all together. Yet some spectators

were humoured by her emotionally charged
speech, as they saw her as a mere spectacle
rather than a revolutionary. Such is the hypocrisy exhibited by most adults, they teach kids
to grow up, but when children start to take
matters into their own hands and urge them
to make a change, they remark that we are
just kids, and this is beyond us. Some even
went on to remark, that the climate change is
not led by scientists or “mentally ill” Swedish
children, but by politicians. Is it the politicians
then that we can pass the blame to? They
are people’s representatives, and the primary
law-making body, should it be their responsibility to formulate a plan to reverse this international crisis, that is climate change? Probably a matter of trivial importance to them.
So whose fault is it? Whom can we pass the
blame to? Whom can we point our fingers
at? The answer is you. Not just the adults,
millennials, climate activists or politicians,
but all of us collectively. The climate change
cannot rest its shoulders on a group of
people, but all of them. There is no hierarchy
for this matter, every thriving human being,
notwithstanding their size, age, gender
or status. We all contribute to our carbon
footprint, exactly whom do we think we are
lying to? We all have the ability to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, or reduce plastic
waste by putting restrictions on ourselves.
It is our will power that drives us, not our
leaders, not our seniors but ourselves.
Human beings are recorded as the most
intelligent animals on the planet, did we ever
take a gander at how that would turn on
us and stab us in the back? Our minds are
always curious to look at things in a different

way or alter something to our needs, and look where that got us. We mass produced so much
that everything is now in excess and poisoning the surroundings, deterring them from thriving.
Is it possible that this time we put our remarkable intellect to reversing climate change and
bringing things back as they were? If you are counting the days that remain for the complete
depletion of resources, bear in mind that the forest fires, endangered species and rising sea
levels are waiting for no one. Global warming is not a trending topic; it is a responsibility.
So if we were wondering when it would be time for us to take on another planet, here is
a wakeup call to all of our oblivion. There is no planet B, we don’t get second chances for
this. Escaping our problems does not eliminate them from existence and we are beyond the
point of passing blames. Point the finger at yourself this time. Don’t pass the baton to us.

THE COUNTRY HAS
FAILED ITS
DAUGHTERS
Ruchi S
II BSc
A heritage so divine and versatile
Shrunk to a mere loop of hell.
Where riots and protests emerge now
About that one story to tell.
One story, many characters
You and me can be one tomorrow.
Not realising how realistic it can be
To go through that pain and sorrow.
A place where women are objectified
Over and over again.
Played with a thousand times over
Like it’s just a silly game.
Mothers crying over the blood
Left on her daughter’s sheet.
The whole country protests about the justice
But all we get is defeat.
The pages in the Bible
Talking about the punishment for sin.
Following our rituals every time
But letting these demons win.
Rape culture it is
That’s all about this place.
The worst truth of all
But the one we are compelled to face.

THE DEVIL IN
THE DARK
Unnathi J
II BBA
Time has flown
Ideas are born
Trends are on
Generations have gone
And woman …
Yes, her cries are gone
Other than a mother
She is a teacher, a lawyer
And even a doctor.
Her heads are raised higher
Equality is demanded
Discrimination is discarded
Voices of freedom repeated
But,
Let your ears sharpen,
without a word just listen
Can’t you hear the sobs?
Can’t you see these hidden tears?
Yes!
The evil is still alive
It is reborn with a new face and
a stronger base
Women are killed and sold
Earlier in the night, now in the dark
She is still on the never raising balance
But nothing can help
She lives with tears in her eyes throughout...

BACK TO T
Meghana
I BCom

“So….um…. which year is this”? I asked to break the
silence.
“This is the year 2090”.

It was somewhere mid of 2025 that we had completed our dream project i.e. “THE TIME MACHINE”
and we were going to test it. On the testing day“switch on the hyper drive on the count of three!” I
said to my friend. He gave me thumbs up from the
controlling terminal, half a hundred meters away.
So, the countdown begun…………….3,2,1,0!!! After
almost a minute, my time machine banged on the
solid earth. I stumbled down out of the machine.
I couldn’t breathe so I put on an oxygen mask. I
stood up with my mouth open; I could not believe
what I saw “was that the earth? Our mother earth?”
As far as I could see, the land was barren; there
were deep cracks in the crust, the environment
was scorching hot. I tried looking up and went
momently blind. Dark, dusty clouds hung over the
sky. I took out my compass and started walking
north. After about thirty minutes, I came to a place
where the soil was a little higher. A saw that a man
in khaki was running towards me. I ran in the opposite direction. After running for about ten minutes,
I came to a place surrounded by barbed wires.
I slid through it nimbly and entered into, what
seemed to me, a village. I moved stealthily, just in
case someone attacked me. Out of the blue, a grey
hand grabbed me and pulled me inside a shanty.
“Who are you?!” The one who had pulled me inside
asked and switched on the light. I stopped there,
gaping at him. No, this couldn’t be true. “Who are
you?!” he repeated. “you wouldn’t believe me but
I am here from the year 2025!” I told the old man.
He was bold and looked emaciated; veins were
clearly visible. They were emerging from his arms.
He looked pitiable and horrific at the same time.
“I believe you” he said. He was looking at me intently.

There was an awkward silence. “Will you take my
message to the past?” he asked abruptly.
“Yes, why not,” I replied.
“Sit down, and listen carefully as I don’t have
much time left with me. I am one of the oldest
people in the society. I have just turned seventy
but still look like eighty-five. Life expectancy
is now only fifty. I suffer from serious kidney
problems because I don’t drink enough water.
I remember when I was five, everything was different then. There were beautiful parks, gardens and
trees. I could enjoy a shower for half an hour. Now
we have to use towels soaked in mineral oil to
clean our skin. Earlier women had long and beautiful hair. Now we have to shave our heads to keep
them clean, without the use of water. Earlier on my
father used a hose pipe to wash his car and now
my son doesn’t believe that water could be wasted
that way. I remember there used to be ‘save water’
campaigns, slogans on the poster, televisions,
internet, and other means of communication.
But nobody paid attention, now all the water
resources have either dried up or contaminated.
“Earlier, the recommended quantity of water to
drink for an adult was 8 glasses a day, but now I
am allowed only 2 glasses. Food is 80% synthetic.
The appearance of people is horrific, wrinkled
bodies due to dehydration, sored due to UV rays
now more powerful without the protective ozone
layer. Skin cancer, gastrointestinal infection, etc.
are the major causes of death. Due to drying of
skin, people of age 20 look like 45. The intellectual
capacity of new generation is severely impaired.
Because of mutation in genes, 70-80% babies are
born with deformities. “industry has come virtually
to stand still and unemployment has reached

HE FUTURE
alarming proportions. Workers even receive a part of salary as drinkable water. Assaults at gun points in
the streets for can of water are very common. We have to wear disposable clothes, he continued-and this
increases the amount of litter. Scientists investigate but there is no solution. Water cannot be produced. The
quality of oxygen has degraded due to lack of trees and vegetation. The government makes us pay for the air
we breathe.”
“Here are no trees, no vegetation since it seldom rains. When it does, its acidic. We were told to look after the
environment but nobody cares. When my son asks me about my youth, I tell him about the beauty showcased
by mother nature and when he asks, “daddy! Why is there no water?” then I feel lump in my throat.
I can’t help feeling guilty because I belonged to the generation who contributed to the destruction of the
environment. I sincerely believe that within a short span of time, life will not be possible on earth because
of the progress of the world in destruction of nature. He stood clutching his head. How I would not like to
go back and make the mankind understand…………. we have time to save our planet earth then!”
He grabbed me. “Go back, go back from where you came. Tell your people that its not too late. Do not let
children suffer from the mistake you made.” He was looking maniacal.
“I…………I promise I will.” He let me go. “But how can I change the future?”
“No, this one the future!!!!!”
I do not understand, I said.
“You know about the theory of parallel universe? It’s the choice you make that decides the universe you are in.
You simultaneously exist in thousands or millions of universes. This may be the future but is only one of them.
Just give heed to the warnings. You will have a better future. Your prodigy will not suffer.”
“But this theory disproved by some scientist in 2021!” I exclaimed.
“The equation given by this theory cannot be solved.”
“That’s a mistake. Come with me I will show you.” He said.
I followed him into what looked like his old study. “Here! Have a look at them!” he gave some papers in my
hand. The handwriting looked distinctly familiar I scanned the papers. The way the equation worked out was
excellent. Suddenly something hit me. “But how did you solve this?”, I asked. “I did not”, he said. “then who
did?” I looked at the papers again he took a long breath and said “It was you”. I looked up, not believing my
ears. “I am your son”, he said.
I switched on the hyper drive. “I will save my planet………my home……my earth.” I said to myself and landed in
my year……
MESSAGE: “WE HAVE NOT INHERITED EARTH FROM OUR FOREFATHERS BUT WE HAVE SNATCHED IT
FROM OUR FUTURE GENERATIONS”.

SHOULD
WE SAY YES
TO

DESIGNER
GENES?
Manas Ranajan
I MSc
“Genetic modification, like any
other kind of modification, is good if you
modify in a good direction, bad if you modify
in a bad direction” - RICHARD DAWKINS
People save money in banks, in case of an emergency. Genetic banks serve a similar purpose for
farmers and scientists who work to conserve rare
plants and animals. Researchers or farmers can
withdraw samples from these “gene” banks to
help rebuild populations of rare plant varieties
and animal breeds or to help increase genetic diversity within species. Gene banks also preserve
cells or organisms that host unusual gene
variants — genes with special traits. Those genes
might later prove useful when some disease epidemic strikes, when the climate changes or when
other factors threaten the survival of plants or
animals. Farmers could use the banked deposits
— stored cells or tissues — to restore genetic
diversity or to introduce traits from other breeds
or varieties. Some gene banks house millions or
even billions of plant seeds. The San Diego Institute for Conservation Research houses another
project, called the Frozen Zoo. Its collection
includes cells from thousands of birds, reptiles,
mammals, amphibians and fish. The cells stored
there might one day be used to help rebuild
populations of endangered species. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) has an even bigger program. It has
almost a million samples of semen, blood and
embryos from both common and rare breeds.
A gene bank can hold many different types of

materials. There may be seeds that will grow
into whole plants or eggs and sperm that can
be united to create an animal. Or there may
be animal embryos, which can be implanted
into surrogate mothers. Some gene banks
store stem cells, which scientists may one day
use to produce eggs and sperm. Banks can
even store reproductive organs, such as ovaries and testes. After thawing, these organs
can go into animals of other breeds or even
other species. Gene banks are a backup for
the future, but they’ve already proven useful.
In 2004, for instance, SVF took a few frozen
embryos from a rare breed, the Tennessee
fainting goat, and implanted them into a more
common Nubian goat. That work produced
Chip, known as “Chocolate Chip” at birth.
Chip proved that the process could work, and
now he’s a sign of hope for rare breeds. On
the one side Genetic Engineering extends
hope to humanity, but on the flip side it leads
to many ethical questions that put the same
humanity into perplexity and discomfiture.
Looking at the speed at which the field of
Genetic Engineering is advancing, Ray Dalio,
American investor and entrepreneur says,
“given advances in genetic engineering, it's
reasonable to expect that someday genetic
engineers might mix and match features of different species' brains for different purposes--if
you want to have a heightened sense of sight,
say, genetic engineers might be able to manipulate the human brain so it grows optic lobes
more like those of birds”. This points to the
fact that the time is not far when genetically
modified new species would emerge which
might create an ethical conundrum in the
world. How would the humans of the future
look if genetics were allowed to call the shot?
Would there be a possibility that all the men
may look like Colonel Steve Austin, the protagonist of “The Six million dollar man” who has
super human strength due to bionic implants
and all the women like beauty queens? Let us
hope to see these questions getting answered
in the real life scenario without tampering the
age-old nature of the planet and its beings.

WHY

EDUCATE?
Ritvika
II MBA
Since our independence, we have witnessed
a growth in different kinds of statistics, the
total number of degree holders being one of
them. We can find a large number of educated
people around us, who have obtained more
than 2-3 degrees under their name, however
it also remains true that there are equally
large number of highly qualified people who
are unable or incapable of expressing their
views or opinions in front of large crowds
or associations. The idea of being able to
speak one’s mind is lost in the present time,
due to the overload of knowledge and information. In between the Rajbhasha (Hindi)
and language English, it is quite important
to understand the language that students
understand. As language is not just a medium
of communication, rather it gives a meaning
to the world. The phrase “Sky full of clouds”
can be perceived differently by different
people. It can be simultaneously perceived
as ‘heavy rains’, or ‘taking an umbrella out
before stepping out of the house’ or ‘peacock
dance’ and many other things as well. Implying that a single phrase can be perceived in
multiple ways. These meanings, arguments,
deliberations and decisions are result of
innumerable processes inside an individual.
Have you ever interacted with kinder garden
kids? If you ever ask them A for? Most probably the majority of kids will give the same
answer, A for apple and if even one kid says A
for “appa”, then his prudence stands questionable. Kids are stuck with just A for apple. Why
don’t we give them ground to explore further?
We want all students to be the same,
dressed in uniforms, their books and even
their thinking. Our examination system even
tends to make sure that the information
obtained by them are the same. Despite

everything being everything same, we
find many students opting for their choice
of careers, then why are we trying so
hard to serve them all with same syllabus
and the same methodology of teaching?
I would like to bring into the picture an
important occurrence that relates to the Epic,
Mahabharata. Dhronacharya could not teach
the art of archery to his pupil Eklavya as he
was only allowed to teach those who belonged
to royal families, which he wasn’t. Over the
time when the education of princes was over,
Eklavya became a better archer than Arjun,
although he did not get any formal education.
He made an idol of Dhronacharya and practiced in front of that. The outcome of this event
is not important here, but a more important
part is to see that when both Arjun and Eklavya
learnt archery, what was the role of Dhronacharya in that? This small extract from Mahabharata highlights a few important questions.
• Does the learning of a student
actually
relate
to
a
teacher?
• Does a student’s learning relate to his
caste or the amenities which he gets?
• Is learning inside us and around us?
To understand the difference between two
students studying in the same level, same
class and even the same bench is very
important, and it can only be done by a
teacher, provided our system develops a
mechanism that allows teachers to think
beyond syllabus, textbooks and examinations.
If you ask a group of youngsters about
which one of them wish to pursue a career
in teaching, perhaps you won’t see too
many hands raised. The reason is the flawed
education system, which restricts the
creativity and originality of a student, as it
focuses more on equality rather than equity.
Our education system is still a colonial system,
geared towards creating pen pushers, under
the newly acquired skin of modernity. It’s high
time to realize the fact that intelligence can
never be defined by exams or constricted by
scorecards. We must therefore develop our
education system to provide students with
knowledge, not just sheer information. The
educational system needs to teach students
to live by their textbooks, but rather live
by their dreams. We must focus towards
giving students the grounds to explore and
innovate. We must encourage them to find
answers on their own, with thoughtful analysis
and insights. The main aim of the education
system should be to let the students acquire
indispensable skills rather than just degrees.

LOVE
YOURSELF
Parinitha
I BSc

We live in an era which tells us we are not
good enough. “Self-hatred is a multi-billion
dollar industry,” says Gala Darling, the
author of Radical Self Love. The world we
live in creates impossible and irrational
standards for perfection and sells it to us.
As a result, it is easy to feel like one is never
good enough. That is why we need self-love.
We all know that we should love ourselves,
but it’s not as easy to do as it may sound.
Self-love and self-help have a long history
of being associated with self-improvement.
Innumerable books advise you to “go easier
on yourself” even as you “fake it until you
make it.” Loving yourself is not presented
as a means to an end, but an end unto itself.
There is no pretending, no cutting back faults
to focus on strengths. Just loving and being.
Self-love may sound like an overused
jargon, but it is so important. Psychological
studies prove that self-love and compassion
are requisite for mental health and wellbeing, to prevent depression and anxiety.
Most of us are raised to chase perfection
and to be critical of ourselves for never
reaching it. But finding faults with yourself
over every little mistake you make can
gradually crumble your sense of self-worth
and make you unhappy. It is harder to love
yourself when you have constant worries
and insecurities, because that’s essentially
what is stopping you from loving yourself.
We don’t have to chase perfection because
perfection is subjective. We can reject what
the world is telling us perfection is. The
thing is, if perfection is subjective ideal then
nobody is perfect. Nobody can be perfect.

So often we try to dismiss our mistakes
by saying things like, “I was childish back
then,” or “I am a different person now.” But
the brightest stars, your most visible and
important features, are your flaws and your
mistakes. At the first glance, it can sound
terrifying. How can the things that I like the
least about myself, the things that I want to
hide from, be the most important? But that’s
the key. That feeling of your stomach churning at the thought of embracing those flaws
is what makes self-love so difficult. Because
everyone wants to paper over their faults and
focus on the “lovable” aspects of themselves.
Until you accept those darker aspects of
yourself, the shadows among the light,
the “self” you love will not be your true
self but a mythical “better” version. That’s
why loving yourself takes courage and forgiveness. You need determination to face
your true self with all your weaknesses and
imperfections and you need to have the
compassion to forgive yourself for them.
The key to a healthy idea of love is to be
good to yourself. Meditate and remain
truthful with yourself about who you are.
Once you realize who you are, you can
make peace with yourself and love yourself.
When you love yourself, you will extend it
to others who are in the same good state.
Often times it is hard to love ourselves and
tend to be overly critical on ourselves. We
wish to be perfect in everything but at times,
the expectations are much higher than the
reality. But all of our achievements, our flaws,
they are all us. We should love ourselves for
who we were and who we are, with our faults

and mistakes. It provides an important reminder that self-love isn’t about complacency.
Loving and accepting yourself as you are right now doesn’t mean that having
dreams, goals or aspirations for self-improvement are wrong. You can have
ambitions and still love yourself as you are. You are allowed to strive, to dream,
to grow. As long as you don’t withhold self-love until you achieve those things.
“Maybe I made a mistake yesterday, but yesterday’s me is still me. I am who I am today,
with all my faults. Tomorrow I might be a tiny bit wiser, and that’s me, too. These faults
and mistakes are what I am, making up the brightest stars in the constellation of my life.
I have come to love myself for who I was, who I am, and who I hope to become.” These
lines are spoken by South Korean music group BTS’ lead singer Kim Nam Joon (RM) when
they were invited to talk at the launch of “Youth 2030: The UN Youth Strategy” and “Generation Unlimited Partnership” at the UN General Assembly on 24th September, 2018.
So, self-love is a way of life and a movement. The path to self-acceptance is arduous,
but everyone is learning how to forgive their mistakes and love themselves. Self-love
should come first, and the beauty of loving yourself is that no one can stop you.

SEVEN AGES COMPARED
TO THE DAYS OF THE WEEK
Karanveer
I BSc
Life is a web always
Everything is connected to every other thing
As a week set upon with seven days and
Man’s life set upon with seven stages.

Fourth being the active age
Thursdays taken at rage
Wanting to finish this stage
With a lovely page.

First being of infancy
Sobbing like Monday men
Unwilling to start then
But to go on with the fancy

Fifth being the middle age
While Friday, faithful like a sage
When Experiences from the week
Wakes up wisdom from the deep.

Second being of schooling kids
Not wanting to leave luxuries
Torturous Tuesdays are at wait
Unrelenting to face fate.
Third being the lover
Confused and wondering
on Wednesdays
As to where one stays.

Sixth being the old age
Simple Saturdays like a cage
Dependent from ailing age
At times roaring in rage.
Seventh stage being death stage
Sobbing Sundays on the roll
Waiting for god’spoll
To bid the drama on the stage.

Devaiah
II BSc

LIFE THROUGH
A DOORWAY

I sit here by the doorway
The gentle breeze brushes by and the leaves sway
The soft twilight rays glow dull
Clouds move by ever so slowly
Through the traffic of the skies
The early birds return to their nests
Their stomachs full and their wings tired
I sit here by the doorway
As the evening turns grey, as the young child
Returns home battered and muddy
His face shining with excitement to tell his mother
Of his latest accomplishment in soccer.
On the other side, a young man staggers along
Sighing as he loosens his tie, he’s had a stressful day
Behind his computer, typing code after code
He pauses as he looks up and wishes for the days
When his job was still his hobby that invoked joy.
I sit here by the doorway
As the stress of the day fades away
A middle-aged man stands on his apartment balcony
A cigarette between his lips and nostalgia in his eyes
Wishing again for his golden years, when
All he worried about was having adequate attendance
When each day was a bike ride and late night concerts.
I sit here by the doorway
As the evening lamps are lit and people pray
A corner of the neighbourhood park comes to life
The old gentlemen gather around to reminisce and grumble
Stories fly into the amber skies, one was a fighter while
one was a lover; none can know what’s true.
Refusing to give into changing times and
Armed with their wooden canes, they stand strong
With wide toothless grins
And wait for tomorrow’s gathering.
I sit here by the doorway
The skies fade into black
The child runs into the embrace of his proud mother,
who loves him with a warm bowl of Maggi and a cup of hot chocolate.
The young man lights up as his phone buzzes
Opens the plans of a beach trip with his colleagues
With a spring in his steps he hurries on to get a gym membership.
The middle aged man, in the embrace of his wife and daughter,
Doesn’t seem to miss his golden years anymore.
He heads in, family in hand, to have a warm dinner
made with love and a slice of laughter.
The old gentlemen stumble back home to their grandkids
Their greatest blessing and the light of their lives
The hope for a new day lights the lives of all.

Dr. Harisha S
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WHY TO STRESS WHEN LIFE
HAS LOTS TO OFFER?
Danisha H
II BSc
“Stress should be a powerful driving
force, not an obstacle” Bill Philips
Nowadays wherever we go, we often hear
the phrase “I’m stressed”. So, what’s stress?
What are the effects? Is it good or bad?
How to manage stress? These are some of
the common question that might arise in
one’s mind. So, I’d like to answer a few of
them as well as express my opinion about it.
Stress is the body’s reaction to any changephysical, mental or emotional- that requires
time and adaptation. Hence, there are both
positive and negative aspects of it. Negative
effects include depression, anxiety, irritability,
mood swings etc. However, it is also associated
with positive outcomes such as increased
stress tolerance, self-awakening, acquiring new
perspectives and pragmatic outlook on life.
Its impact largely revolves around one’s perception — it could be a source of negativity to
some, triggering a series of wrong decisions,
severe emotional trauma or even suicidal
thoughts. The negativity may stem from inner
conflicts, academic and peer pressure, cyber
bullying, disharmonious relationships etc.
However, some take it positively and channel
the stress into a more productive form, utilizing it as a source of strength instead of misery.
Stress is a part of life and its management very
essential. When an undesired situation arises,
one must accept it as a challenge and try solving it. If you fail to solve it, let it go. Divert yourself by engaging in your favorite activities and
working towards your passion rather than worrying about something that is beyond control.
Now, as one reads this, they might wonder that
things are easier said than done. So, I’d like to
correlate my words with a personal experience.

It is wrong, rather illogical, to claim that I’ve
never struggled to cope with stress. It does
take some time to overcome it but at the end
I try to take it positively. I feel nothing in life,
even the problems, are permanent and things
will definitely fall into place sooner or later.
Whenever I feel lonely, I spend time with
friends, hang out and just try to live in the
moment. Sometimes it is okay, in fact healthy,
to cry as it gives you a sense of relief and
even eat ice creams. Thus, it depends on an
individual and what gives
them comfort.
Let me share one such incident. Recently,
I was facing some issues at home. Things
began to spiral out of control and I felt helpless. In an attempt to divert myself I took in
charge of a team for renovation of schools.
Later, it became the most unforgettable decision in my life. As it was my first camp and
leadership too. I gained a lot of experience,
got to know the true colors of some people,
and identified my weakness and mistakes.
So, whenever depression sets in remind
yourself that you are blessed by god and
he has better plans for you. The fact that
many people are in worse situations and you
are doing better than a lot of them and this
thought always gives me strength. When
you feel hopeless, wanting to give up on life,
think about your parents or loved ones and
reconsider your thoughts. Lastly smiling is the
ultimate solution to all problems hence, try
to confront every problem with a wide smile.
“You may have thousands of difficulties
in life, but just find one reason to live
to the fullest, that is the beauty of life”

RAMAIAH INSTITUTION:

I HAVE CHOSEN RIGHT
Mohd. Afrin A
III BBA
“Well begun is half done”, that’s how the
famous proverb goes. As I chose Ramaiah
College of Arts, Science & Commerce as the
college for my U.G course, yes, I’m half done!
If I am to talk about the college, it’s mandatory to talk about the college’s geographical
features. This college is placed in ‘the garden
city of India’, none other than Bengaluru,
the fantastic city with sublime cosmopolitan
culture and vibrant freedom in which anyone
from the outside can explore and gain marvelous experience which any young aspirants
have dreamt vehemently once in their life.
From the student’s perspective he or
she begins the journey towards college
in either so reluctantly in a waddled
motion or so eagerly. Once you step
inside the college, all the saturated
emotions comes to a static level, attaining
inner peace and it’s the beautiful atmosphere of the college that fostering it.
The infrastructure is a simple design with
hefty structure that defines simplicity
without being ostentatious and it being
an ideal structure for other colleges is
one of the best parts of my campus. The
well-furnished classrooms, providing flawless natural light and air; the well-equipped
laboratories with advanced safety features;
seminar halls and auditoriums which are
well-maintained and spacious, all of which
come under one roof and give a sense of
pride to all the students. Not to mention
the fact that all these took an extraordinary
effort from the authorities concerned.

The fundamental discipline with professional ethics and fraternal approach among
the students are insistently adapted. The
quality education with modern principles,
morality and fair treatment from the
high-profile teaching faculty is well promised. The efficient service provided by the
non-teaching faculties and office staffs contributes to the success of institution. From
‘Extasy’ to ethnic day, the college provides
a colossal platform for art and cultural festivals, sports, NCC, NSS, women’s cell development and other co-curricular activities.
Another highlighting feature of my campus
is that its quality is well-maintained whatsoever by not allowing the passage of
time to play the spoilsport. This institution
relentlessly strives for providing quality
services in achieving academic excellence.
With all these enormous features attached
impeccably, one can say that Ramaiah
is advancing to glory year after year.
Thereby I conclude that my campus is
unrivalled and my choice is meticulous.

Chetan B. C
II BA
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SIMPLE BHEL PURI

Vedanth Hegde
II BSc

It was a bright sunny day; birds were
busy picking up twigs and fallen
branches from the unmetalled road
on which Ranga was walking. His face
was expressionless as he was thinking
about the unpleasant incidents in his
school that happens almost every day,
the same which coils him to shrink
inside a cocoon. Ranga hailed from the
lower section of the society because of
which he was ridiculed everyday by his
classmates. He was bullied because of
his thin and short stature. Samuel was
the one who would start the teasing; the
rest of his classmates would then follow-up and start to tease him and bully
him. Ranga thought that it was a part of
his life to get bullied; he had somehow
leanrned to cope up. But, seeing Ranga’s silence the perpetrator of injustice
had become stronger and the situation
worsenedagain. Samuel started to strike
him on his shoulder whenever he felt
like (according to Samuel it was a harmless pat on the shoulder).Samuel would
callout loudly “What a weak boy, can’t
even take a pat on the shoulder”, when
Ranga would request for him to stop.

On that fateful daywhich happened to
be a Sunday, Ranga was very happy.
The reason for his elated mood was
that it was a holiday and he could get
rid of the bullying at least for one day.
He was heading to the market to buy
onions. His dad was a small vendor
who would sell Bhelpuri and other
chaat items on a large itinerant cart.
Ranga had yet to learn the secret of
chaat making from his father. Yet, he
would buy vegetables, chop them
and keep them ready for his dad. His
dad would then use those cut pieces
to make his delicious chaats. Ranga
returned from the market at noon with
a bag full of onions to the place where
the chaat cart was parked.He called
his dad and they immediately started
setting up their cart. They usually sold
their chaats near Colva beech, but that
day the father-son duo decided to
sell their goodies in the streets of the
town. As per their decision they went
on from one street to other calling
out loudly “lip smacking, delicious
chaats now at your doorstep, try it
out yourself; Bhelpuri, Katchorichaat,
samosa chaat, aloopuri, dahipuri now
at your doorstep”. After making a
satisfactory amount of money two of

them decided to head home. When they were passing by a small lane Ranga saw
a stout boy sitting on the porch of a house with tears rolling down from his eyes.
Upon closer examination Ranga shouted out with disbelief “Samuel?” The stout
boy quickly turned around to see who had called him. He saw that it was Ranga
and his dad, with their chaat cart. Ranga asked his dad to park the cart in the
corner and start selling chaats in that lane. His dad parked the cart and started
shouting “lip smacking……. at your doorstep”. Ranga quickly rushed towards
Samuel to see what had happened. He had never expected to see Samuel and
that too in such a situation; with tears in his eyes. As Ranga approached Samuel,
Samuel’s first reaction was to run away from him as he didn’t want Ranga to see
him in such a pathetic state. He suspected that Ranga would announce their
encounter in the classroom next day. H also thought that he would become the
laughingstock of the classroom. But as soon as Ranga met Sam he spoke softly
in a calm voice “are you all right Samuel? Do you require any help or assistance?”
These words brightened up Samuel and he spoke in an inaudible voice “I have
been so bad with you in class and yet you are so nice to me”. Ranga understood
Samuel’s whisper and he replied, “listen friend, it’s true that I hate you for being
such a jerk but today when I saw you crying, I understood that you cope up with
your frustration by bullying me, and since it is a holiday today you didn’t get a
chance to get rid your frustrations and here you are crying out your frustrations”.
Samuel looked at Ranga, speechless. After a while he opened his mouth and apologized to Ranga for his rude behavior. He then told Ranga that his analogy was
right he accepted that he used Ranga as a scapegoat to remove his frustrations.
He then opened up and started telling about the agitations and frustrations in his
mind, “When I joined the school, boys and girls used to make fun of my body. They
said,“Look that boy’s stomach. It looks as though a whole tortoise is living inside
him”. I would sit in the corner of the class because people started ignoring me;
nobody wanted to be friends with a chubby fat boy.But then when I started teasing
you they would team up with me just for the sake of bullying you. I saw thisas an
opportunity to make friends. But as soon as we would finish, nobody would even
talk to me, they would ignore me as usual but at least they wouldn’t tease me.I
continued bulling you so that I wouldn’t be a scapegoat. But now I realize that it
was a completely bad and stupid mistake. I see that you are a very good person,
please forgive me”. After listening calmly and keenly Ranga shook Samuel’s hand
and replied “From now on I am your friend, no matter what I will never make fun
of your body. Because I know how it feels to be ignored and bullied, and yes I
forgive you”. Samuel hugged Ranga and cried but this time it was the tears of joy.
Ranga produced a small piece of cotton from his pocket and advised Samuel to
wipe off his tears. Sam (as Ranga started calling him) acted as advised. Rangathen held Sam lightly by his hand and took him to the corner of the lane where his
father was handing out a plate of freshly prepared Bhelpuri to a young girl. Ranga
introduced his “friend” and his father to each other and then politely requested his
father, “two plates of fresh and delicious Bhelpuri for me and my friend please”.
All three of them sat on the porch of Samuel’s home, giggled, laughed on
jokes cracked by Ranga’s dad and enjoyed their lip smacking Bhelpuri.
They looked like three friends who met each other after a long time.

LEAP OF

Venkat Krishnan
II BSc
I woke up with a start. A petrifying howling
sound made me realize that I wasn’t in the
comfort of my cozy bed anymore. It has
been 10 hours since my friends left me, I
was lost. 8 hours since the flood and for the
past 6 hours I have been hiding in this cave
from a demonic beast that haunts me. I am
stuck in one of Asia’s most mysterious
forests, Phong Nha. It was 4.45 A.M. when I
got up. Nothing outside the cave was visible, because of the heavy downpour. I felt
my throat dry up. I rummaged my backpack
for a bottle. I found nothing. I thought to
myself, how did this happen? Everything
was perfect, I had a good family and caring
girlfriend who I was to marry, great friends,
everything turned upside down when we all
took a trip. We could have chosen any
location, but we chose this. A vast stretch
of a natural habitat, for its brilliant biodiversity, that I was beginning to despise. I
regret my decision now. Just then I heard
the howl again. My stomach turns upside
down. I must run. That beast rose from the
ferocious rage and wrath of mother earth, it
was as if Lucifer himself had risen from hell
with teeth like fangs, claws like knives, a
muscular body with a thick black mane for
perfect camouflage and its bright red eyes,
so sharp that it pierces through your soul. It
is built up to fulfill one deed. To kill. I was
94 km away from the nearest waterfall,
which was westward, I recalled that he
mentioned it. It would be a 2-day journey
for me, and it would take a day and a half

FAITH

for my friends to reach the forest control
department to come look for me. I had to
survive for those 2 days. I plucked up my
courage and stepped out of the cave.
Everything was dark. I could see a little
light piercing its way through the dense
forest. The wind is strong, and chilly, it
giving me a very eerie sensation. I start
walking the exact opposite direction. It is
now afternoon, I quench my thirst and try
fishing, to catch something but it ends up
in vain. I move on.... It is dusk. I take shelter
in a cave, admiring the reddish sun go into
the horizon. Everything seemed bleak right
now. I got back to work. I piled up some
wood and started a fire, sat down staring
ghastly at the fire and memories came
blazing into my mind. It was a usual day. I
was scrolling through my social media page
that day and there I saw someone who took
my heart forever, all I felt was love, her
beauty was indescribable, but I just love
her, not as a friend or girlfriend, just as her.
My friends… they were a shoulder for me
when I faced difficult times… I was jolted
back to the present by a crackling sound
from behind. A chill went down my spine. I
thought I got lured into a trap, thought it
was the beast. My eyes creeping to the
corners to see what it was my neck immotile due to fear. I t was then that I turned my
head and saw 2 glistening eyes. As they
grew bigger, I realized they were in fact 2
hyenas. I didn’t think. I began running
again. As I ran, I felt the heavy downpour of
the tumultuous rain. I assumed that I would
have out sped them, and the rain must have

forced them to retire. This was however not for the best, for now, I could not light a fire. I
spent that night, cold, helpless but still hopeful. The next day, it was finally time. I was going
to be rescued. I wake up to a blazing sun. I realized that I slept till noon. I was still shivering,
I was sick. The rain washed off but it left me feverish and immobile, but I had to move on.
The heat of the sun urged me to keep moving. I have to reach the before the rescue squad
comes. It was the only open space from which a signal fire will be completely visible. I have
no life left in me. I make futile attempts to make a signal. Nobody is here. My mind and
body have failed with exhaustion and I collapse. I wake up to a thundering sound. It was
like a dream, but I heard the sound of a helicopter drifting in the air, its sound pulled me
back to my senses I had to act quick. I ran towards the banks of the fall and lit a fire with my
lighter. They noticed me. I was free. I could go. As they lowered their altitude I ran toward it.
I could go home! Or so I thought. In my line of sight, I saw it. The beast. It was all that stood
between me and the chopper. But this was it. I was face front with freedom. I couldn’t take
It anymore. I charged toward it. He was ready to face me as well. Screaming, I charged, but
just before it could charge against me, I turned along the path of the water towards the
setting sun, I took a turn that lead me to a 100 feet drop. I took a leap of faith and jumped.
Time froze. The sun was touching my wounds. I could die in the next few second. That was
ok. I kept falling, my eyes closed. I open my eyes again. Am I dead? I still hear the thundering sound. It is louder now. And then... a beautiful, familiar face comes into view….

FROM THE MIND OF THE STUDENT EDITOR
As Maya Angelou said, “there is no greater agony than holding an untold
story inside you”. This issue of Gangothri 2020 preaches just that. This
year’s theme pertains to the various stages of our youth, and all of my
fellow students poured their heart out to express stories, that are close
to their heart. The writing that we received was fresh, every time we
came upon a new piece, we got to understand what makes them click,
and also of the immense talent of the students of our prestigious college.
I have enjoyed every aspect of working on this magazine, and reading
and experiencing the thought process behind each story that I came
across in this magazine. I would therefore like to thank Mrs. Yamuna
U.V, our magazine’s editor for allowing me, and all of the editorial team
to work on this very fruitful magazine. I can but express my immense
gratitude to her for relentlessly working on this magazine, day in and
day out,overcoming each obstacle as it came. I would also like to thank
our respected principal, Mrs. A. Nagarathna for her support along each
step of the way, and her enlightening guidance through the process.
Finally, I would also like to thank, and congratulate everyone on the
editorial team for making this magazine a success, their sheer talent
and hard work made this magazine what it is.
by Trisha Srivastava,
II BSc
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OUTGOING STUDENTS

BA

BBA (HR)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

BBA (Marketing)

BCA

OUTGOING STUDENTS

BCom (Section A)

BCom (Section B)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

BSc (Biotechnology - A)

BSc (Biotechnology - B)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

BSc (Electronics)

BSc (Genetics)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

MSc (Biotechnology)

MSc (Biochemistry)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

MSc (Chemistry)

MSc (Microbiology)

OUTGOING STUDENTS

MBA

UNIVERSITY RANKS

1st Rank

5th Rank

Sheetal V Rao

Thashwini M

(MSc Biochemistry)
2017-19 Batch

(MSc Biochemistry)
2017-19 Batch

1st Rank
Poojitha S Pai
(MSc Microbiology)
2017-19 Batch

2nd Rank

5th Rank

Gayathri V

Sushmitha S

(MSc Microbiology)
2017-19 Batch

(MSc Microbiology)
2017-19 Batch

UNIVERSITY RANKS

1st Rank

1st Rank

Rajnandani K

Ranjini S

(MSc Biotechnology)
2017-19 Batch

(MSc Biotechnology)
2017-19 Batch

2nd Rank
Tejashwini G
(MSc Biotechnology)
2017-19 Batch

4th Rank

5th Rank

Priyanka R.C

Sachin C

(MSc Biotechnology)
2017-19 Batch

(MSc Biotechnology)
2017-19 Batch

COURSES
OFFERED
UG

PG

BA - Optional English,
Journalism, Psychology

MBA - Master of Business
Administration

BA - Optional English,
Journalism, Political
Science

M.Com - Master of
Commerce
MSc - Biotechnology

B.Com - Bachelor of
Commerce
BBA - Bachelor of
Administration

MSc - Applied Genetics
MSc - Biochemistry
MSc - Organic Chemistry

BCA - Bachelor of
Computer Applications
BSc - Biotechnology,
Chemistry & Microbiology
BSc - Genetics,
Biochemistry &
Microbiology
BSc - Electronics, Computer
Science & Mathematics

MSc - Microbiology

